A look into Title IX progress
BY M EGAN LASHER
News Editor

spring to design this whole program.... I was worried that they'd
be burnt out by the Fall, but because they had so much invested
in this , they felt a sense of ownership and a real drive going forward,' Schusterbauer said.
Grace DeNoon ' 15, a facilitator
and one of the key students in developing the training sessions, said
that she felt most of the attendees
not only learned critical information in reporting and preventing
assault, but were also appreciative
of the conversation that sprung
from the forums. "I think a lot of
students were read y to have that
talk, it was a talk that they had
been wanting to have, and they
had never really had that chance.
And to be able to provide that
chance was amazing," DeNoon
said. "A sophomore came up to
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BY CHRISTINA DONG
Asst. News Editor
After legal mandates for colleges to reinforce tenets of Title IX,
Colby has had a multitude of new
policies on reporting and preventing sexual misconduct.
Director of the Gender and
Sexual Diversity Program Emily
Schusterbauer discussed the two
most substantial ways in which
the College is reforming their policies: mandating peer-led sexual
violence bystander intervention
training sessions for first-years
and sophomores, as well as hiring
an outside investigator for victims
who request an investigation.
"It 's been a huge undertaking and
a huge shift in terms of how we do
prevention and awareness," Schusterbauer said. "For it being the first
year, I think it's been successful."
The purpose of the peer-led
training is for students to learn
how to recognize , respond to and
prevent sexual violence in the
campus community by intervening when they witness a suspicious
situation. For first-years , the program also includes a preliminary
session to facilitate comprehensive
understanding of Colby's Sexual
Violence policies and procedures.
A foundational concept discussed at the beginning of the
bystander training was the stereotypes about sexual violence and
who is responsible for its prevention , as well as how these stereotypes are counterproductive. For
example, one commonl y mentioned stereotyped is that women
should limit alcohol consumption
and dress modestl y in order to
avoid sexual violence.
The key idea students worked
with was how to be an active bystander—how to take action if they
see someone at risk for becoming a
victim of sexual violence. Student
leaders summarized three different methods of intervention in a
phrase called "The Three D's": Direct , Distract , and Delegate. After
learning how each of The Three D's
could be applied in real life, each
training class—a group of about 30
students—split into small groups
to respond to hypothetical college
scenarios using the new strategies.
According to feedback from
a survey handed out after the
events, the training sessions have
been well received by both class
years. "I think students appreciate
that other students are getting involved ," Schusterbauer said.
Schusterbauer noted the importance of the panels being studentled. "So much of work is about
changing the culture around sexual misconduct, and I think it's
important that that comes from
within the community. I could
stand up and talk about this to
students , but it wouldn't have the
same effect ," she said.
At the end of last year, the Gender and Sexual Diversity Program
compiled a group of student facilitators who took the initiative to
plan and lead all of the trainings
with Schusterbauer s help. "Peer
educators reall y helped me last
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we would otherwise feel awkward
to talk about in front of [faculty],
such as identifying misconduct
examples around us. '
Though most of the sessions had
a positive response, a few students
pointed out things they might
nave changed in the way the trainings were structured. Schusterbauer mentioned that the size of the
seminars was a big contention for
student complaints. "What 's been
interesting to me, having worked
at larger schools, is that a cap of 26
students is actually big here. To me
that's small, but that 's one change
we really want to see: capping it at
15 students per session."
Another complaint students
discussed was the number of sessions. "Each first-year student
completed two different sessions,
and they registered for the pair at
the same time so they would have
the same peer facilitators and the
same people. Some students wanted only one session , some students
wanted more, so we are trying to
find how to respond to those requests," Schusterbauer said.
Schusterbauer concluded that
the biggest problem was that students often thought they didn't
need the training. A lot of people
assume they dont need this information. We hope that they don 't
need this , but we know that statisticall y speaking, college students
do experience sexual violence at
a disproportionate rate. We also
know that if students have experienced sexual assault, they go to
their peers first ," she said.
According to Cole, even students
who were dissatisfied with the
training ended up demonstrating
why it is important. "A freshman
boy, who remained unnamed to
us, went to our boss to complain
about how silly it was to require
something like that , and proceeded
to accidentall y tell her all the ways
he's seen bystander intervention
has played out on campus over the
course of a weekend," she said.
DeNoon said that the conversation around reporting and preventing assault often comes down to
targeting victims or making it seem
like sexual assault victims could
have prevented their own assaults.
She defined this as the "Risk Reduction Model," which is "when we
identif y groups we see as most at
risk , and tell them how to stay safe.
It's putting the victim in charge
of stopping sexual violence, and
it 's victim shaming. At Colby, we
are not going to be okay with that
anymore. We need to prevent perpetrators from becoming perpetrators by identif ying sexual misconduct beyond the myths."
DeNoon said that redefining
sexual misconduct was a large part
of the training sessions. "We discussed it as our umbrella term of
'sexual misconduct ', which reall y
helped students conceptualize it in
a different way and made students
understand it a lot better. When
you define sexual violence as the
stereotypical just male-female penetration and stranger rape , it 's too

"We need to
prevent
perpetrators
from
becoming
perpetrators
by identifying
sexual
misconduct
behind the
myths.''

Grace DeNoon 15
SexualMisconductfleer
Educator

me afterward to thank me for doing the workshops, and said it was
something he had been looking
for on campus."
According to peer educator
Leah Cole 17, though some students "begrud gingl y [went] to our
training sessions, they ended up
finding that what they learned is
useful and applicable to multiple
situations they witness at parties
each weekend.
"It was hel p ful to see how to get
involved in less direct or confrontational ways," Ethan Archer ' 17
said of the strategies discussed at
the training.
Cole added that much of the
positive feedback thus far pertained specifically to the studentled nature of the trainings. "I think
we're a little more believable than a
faculty member because we're out
there experiencing the exact same
culture, social and personal pressures that the people we re teaching are experiencing," Cole said.
They see what we see around
campus so they knew how to talk
to us effectively," Archer agreed.
For Alexa Huang '17, studentorganized training was helpful
because "this way, we feel more
comfortable [talking] about things
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Althoug h Waterville is thousands of miles from the center
of the Ebola epidemic, several
Colby students have deep ties
with Sierra Leone, Liberia , and
Guinea, the countries worst hit
by the virus. These students
wanted to take action , so on Oct.
30, Osman Bah '16, Kumba Seddu '17 , Robert Malongo ' 17 and
Leah Breen '15 organized a fundraising dinner to support Ebola
eradication efforts. Collectively,
the students raised $1 ,045.50 in
total , including donations collected while tabling in Pulver
throug hout the week.
The Office of Religious and
Spiritual Life and the United
World College Club , sponsors
of the event , decided upon two
beneficiaries: Partners in Health ,
a global health organization , and
Power Women 232, a network of
female entrepreneurs in Sierra
Leone. "We wanted to support a
West African civil society organization that is entirel y focused
on the ground and is made up of
individuals whom Ebola directl y
affects, but we also wanted to
support a major health non-profit that has the resources to coordinate a large-scale response.
Power Women 232 and Partners
in Health fit that criteria perfectly," Breen said.

cont 'd in Sexual misconduct , p. 2
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The event began with a buffet
of West African food prepared by
Waterville resident and friend of
the College , Cito Cruz The menu
featured 40 pounds of chicken
peanut stew and chicken curry
with coconut milk. "It was a lot
of work, but a lot of love and
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satisfaction came with it , Cru?
said. "Four hours of cooking wa;
worth it all."
As students took their seat:
with p lates of rice and stew,
Dean of Religious and Spiricont 'd in Students respond , p. 2
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SGA discusses dorm damage,
sociologyminor at formal meeting
BY TARINI HARDIKAR
News Staff
At a rormal meeting on Sunday, Nov. 2, the Student Government Association (SGA) passed
a motion on the expansion of
Counseling Services and discussed progress on SGA programs
and initiatives, including action
against dorm damage, improvements to campus lig hting, and addition of a sociology minor.
The SGA Executive Council
began the meeting with a report
on the status of various SGA programs. The Colby Affirmation
Committee intends to set up a display of vandalized items in Pulver
to create better awareness of and
sensitivity to the consequences of
student actions on the weekends.
The Committee is also working
to extend the Affirmation to issues regarding sexual assault on
campus throug h a new campaign ,
"Be A Mule, Not An Ass; Get Your
Hands Off Mine "
The Executive Council also
reported that the Spa Delivery
Service for the weekends had
been finalized , and that the service will begin on Thursday.
Nov. 6. Publicity Chair Connor
Clancy ' 15 sent out an "SGA Official Notice " to all students to
explain that the services will be
offered every Thursday throug h
Saturday from 9 p.m. to 12 a.m.
"Each weekend, a different club
on campus will be volunteerin g
their time to bring you the best
food on campus. To p lace an order , call 207-859-5496. Payment
options include credit, debit , or
cash (no Colby card) and pro ceeds will go to the Spa as well as
the club delivering on that weekend." Clancy wrote.
SGA also plans to offer coffee m
Miller library during finals week,
and the Council will make more
information available closer to the

end of the semester.
The central motion for the
meeting was for an expansion of
Counseling Services. Kaitlyn O'
Connell ' 15 introduced the motion that calls for the need for additional staff, better space and an
administrative assistant to support
the campus * usage of the facility.
Currently, counselors are located
on the top floor of the Garrison
Foster Health Center with four
on-staff counselors.
Director of Counseling Ser-

vices Eric Johnson recommended
these changes and the motion asserted that they "are all aimed to
better serve [our! students ' mental health and to enable necessary
and beneficial preventative hel p
that can then be provided by the
center." The motion will now be
put before the College Affairs
Committee in its next meeting.
SGA representatives from each
committee then reported on their
work over the course of the last
few weeks. The College Affairs
Committee approved all changes
regarding increased lighting on
campus. The plans set forth will
create better li ghting in some of
the darker areas on campus , as requested by students and staff.

The College plans to change the
types of lamps used and add more
lamp poles, especiall y on Mayflower Hill Drive , where some
students may feel unsafe walking
at night. The campus will soon
see better li ghting by Davis and
the Hillside parking lot , among
other places.
The Academic Affairs Committee is discussing adding a
sociology minor. Currentl y, the
Department of Sociology consists of seven faculty members:
Professors Chery l Townsend
Gilkes and Thomas Morrione ,
Assistant Professors Matthew
Archibald and Victoria Mayer,
Visiting Assistant Professors
Pamela A. Blake and Karen E.
Macke and Visiting Instructor
Daniel Sherwood. Tney offer an
11 -course major, but community
members have requested a minor
for students interested in sociology without the curricular space
for a full major.
In addition , the Library Com mittee is discussing the possibility of bring ing back some of the
books and how it will impact space
in response to the "Bring Back the
Books " movement surrounding
the discourse on Miller Library.
The evaluations of the impact of
the renovations have been deemed
"Phase III ," and the Committee
has been looking into student and
faculty feedback to analyze what
the next steps in the renovations
should consist of.
The Traditions Committee is
planning Fall Ball and a Spontaneous Fun Day over the course of the
next few weeks. Meanwhile , the
Housing Facilities Advisory Committee (HFAC) is contemplating a
change in the way Colby Cards allow students to swipe into dorms
in order to increase accountability
on campus , thoug h the entire plan
is still in a preliminary stage. The
brief meeting was adjourned after
the committee reports.

Students respond to Ebola
cont 'd from Ebola dinner, p. I
tual Life Kurt Nelson delivered
opening remarks. He thanked
everyone for showing their
support and extended special t h a n k s to Bah , Seddu and
Malongo for t h e i r initiative
in creating the event. Nelson
asked for a moment of silence
for the individuals suffering
from Ebola and for the health
workers risking t h e i r own lives
to hel p others.
Bah. originall y from Freetown, Sierra Leone , then spoke
about the virus 's economic impacts on Sierra Leone, Liberia
and Guinea b y hig hlig hting rising food prices and inflation.
The World Bank estimates that
the crisis could cost up to $32.6
billion b y the end of 2015 to
completel y contain. Sierra Leone is still recovering from its
civil war that lasted from 1991
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to 2002 (Liberia 's civil war lasted from 1989 to 2003), and the
Ebola crisis is erasing much of
the country 's economic growth.
Bah had hoped to return to
Sierra Leone in December to be
with his family, but the crisis
now prevents him from returning home. Seddu, unable to attend the dinner , is also from
Sierra Leone and faces the same
dilemma. Neither student knows
when they will next be able to see
their family.
Breen delivered the next remark about her connection with
the epidemic. While spending
the summer in Liberia interning
at Building Markets , a private
sector development organization, she worked closel y with a
Libenan named fames Rogers.
Rogers died of Ebola on Oct. 17,
unable to have a proper funeral
due to the epidemic. The American media largel y ignored the
crisis until two American health
workers contracted the virus in

Jul y...the crisis hasn 't been humanized for the 5,000 West Africans who have died." Breen said
in memory of Rogers. She described his ability "to make every
person with whom he engaged
feel comfortable and loved and
shared personal anecdotes.
The Colby African Drumming Group performed during
the dinner , attended by students ,
faculty and members of the Waterville community.
Rubez Chong '16 reflected
on the remarks from the evening as she listened to the performance. "I' m glad that even
thoug h we aren 't [directl y] saving any lives, we are taking the
t i m e to pause , reflect , and show
solidarity, " she said.
The College's focus on Ebola
will continue over the coming
months , beginning with a studentorganized letter thanking Kaci
Hickox , a Maine resident who was
quarantined after treating Ebola
patients in Sierra Leone.

The College got 4" of snow Nov. 2

Colby's new sexual
misconduct policies
cont 'd f r o m Title IX , p. 1
narrow. Defining it beyond that
narrow definition makes it a more
fruitful discussion and a safer envi ronment for reporting."
Beyond the trainings, Schusterbauer said that her major focus is
working toward making the College a safer place to
report sexual mis- ^^^^^^^
conduct. " A lot of
students were uncertain: if I do make
a report, what happens next?.... We are
trying to do a better
job of making sure
that information is
out there and available for students.
This year and last
year, we made student guides and
handbooks that were
more concrete about
what happens after
someone
reports
and how to report,
[an accident.]"
Along with that ,
Schusterbauer added: "We changed our
procedure to work
with an outside investigator. If someone decides that
they [want] there to be a full investigation and a misconduct panel, we
will have an external investigator

to come in and do that for us." This
investigator will be someone not associated with the College who will
come in and look into the reports
which request punitive or legal action.
"It 's important to note that not
everyone wants a full investigation/
panel... but for those who do, the
new investigator will hopefully allow students to feel more confident in the process, that that person doesn't know
anybody at Colby,
doesn 't have a bias,
and they are also not
going to be running
into these students
later on campus in
a different capacity," Schusterbauer
added.
Since the start of
the training program, Cole herself
has seen more bystander
intervention on weekends
and has even heard
about more students
ensuring
affirmative consent. "While
there [are] many
factors at play as to
wh y that is, I think
and hope that this
new Title IX program has made a
difference in the awareness of the
issue as a community issue, and
growing accountability for personal actions ," Cole said.

Sparetime Rec. to
become a church
BY CAROLINE FERGUSON
Asst. Local News Editor

The Sparetime Recreation bowling alley has been a popular destination for many Waterville residents
and Colby students who are looking
for food and fun. With its well-maintained bowling lanes,
energetic arcade and
numerous affordable
grill options. Sparetime offers hours of
entertainment at a
relatively low cost.
Over the next year,
however, the bowling
alley may be changing course. This past
September, Sparetime
owner Andy Couture
stated that he would
be selling the property to Centerpoint
Community Church,
with the official purchase planned for [an.
5,2015.
Although
ownership of the property will officially
transfer to Centerpoint following
the January purchase, the Church
plans to have the building remain
as a fully functional bowling alley
until reconstruction begins in April.
At that time, the property will be
completely renovated to support the
church's needs.

Election Day

Centerpoint Community Church
is currently located on West River
Road, down the street from Sparetime Recreation and next to the
church's affiliated Christian school.
Temple Academy. With the church's
growing involvement in the community, Centerpoint was looking to
expand and set it!
sights on the Sparetime property. The
church hosted a
business meeting on
Aug. 24 to take a tour
of the building and
voted to purchase the
Sparetime property.
During the April
reconstruction ,
Centerpoint plans
to
convert
the
bowling alley into a
sanctuary center for
both teens and children, as well as offices for an estimated 40 staff members
and an additional
functioning cafe.
The owners are
currently working to
rezone the property from commercial to residential, a recommendation made by the Waterville Planning Board, since churches aTe not
allowed in a commercial area. The
request will go before City Councilors later this week, who will consider approval of the rezoning.

After dispute, professional hockey returns to Portland
BY SAVANNAH JUDGE
Local News Editor

It 's official: professional hockey
has returned to Portland, Maine.
Now 13 games into the season as
of Nov. 2, the Portland Pirates have
resumed playing at the recently
renamed Cross Insurance Arena
(formerly the Cumberland County
Civic Center) in Portland after playing last season at the Androscoggin
Bank Colisee in Lewiston.
The team had moved away from
its home in Portland of twenty
years after a dispute over the terms
of the team's lease with the Civic
Center, and headed for Lewiston
for one season.
The Pirates play in the American
Hockey League (AHL). Teams of the
Pirates caliber are one step below
the National Hockey League (NHL),
the highest level hockey players can
reach in the U.S. and Canada. AHL
players often go on to play in the
NHL, and most AHL teams are affiliated with a specific team in the
NHL: the Pirates are affiliated with
the Phoenix Coyotes.

Prior to the 2013-2014 season,
the Pirates were already scheduled
to play their first games in Lewiston
while the Civic Center underwent
a $34 million renovation. However, after negotiations between the
team 's management and the board
of trustees at the Civic Center failed
to produce a lease that the two parties could agree on . the Pirates decided to make the Colisee in Lewiston their home for the entire season.
The dispute started in Apr. 2013.
Initiall y the Pirates were offered a
share of the profits made on food
and beverages sold at their games
for the first time in franchise history . While the Civic Center originally offered the Pirates 57.5 percent
of concession sales, things changed
when the state Bureau of Alcoholic
Beverages and Lottery Operations
informed the stakeholders that the
Pirates could not keep revenue from
alcohol sold because the team does
not own the property and therefore
is not legally allowed to sell alcohol
without its own liquor license.
Team managers requested that
the team receive a larger percentage

of food sales to make up the difference. In response, the Civic Center
trustees agreed to bump the team 's
share of food sales up to 65 percent ,
but according to former Pirates
CEO Brian Petrovek the greater percentage of concessions was still no)
enough to make up for the money
they could have earned from alcohol sales. The trustees, who were
looking to break even, gave the team
managers 48 hours
to accept the terms
of the lease, but the
team did not agree.
The decision was
then made for the
team to pack up and
move its home base
40 miles north to
Lewiston for the duration of the season.
Tension escalated
when team management sued the Civic
Center in 2013 to
return to the original terms of the
lease negotiated in
April. Maine Senate President Justin
Alfond even submitted emergency legislation that would
change state law and
allow the Pirates to
keep revenue from
alcohol sales without a liquor license.
"While my bill will not fix every
point of contention, it is my hope
that this bill will [help] both parties
come to an agreement and bring the
Pirates back to where they belongdowntown Portland," Alfond said in
a press release in January.
Alfonds bill to let large arenas
share liquor sales with the teams
they host passed, effectively ending
the stalemate between the team and
the Civic Center. The two parties returned to their original agreement
of a 57.5 percent share in concession
sales for the Pirates , allowing the
team to return to Portland.
According to the Pirates ' Direc tor of Media Relations and Social
Media Manager Karoline Zacha-

rer. the team settled on a new lease
agreement that is good for the next
five years.
"One of the biggest differences
is the split in concessions. We now
make 50 percent of the concessions
sold in-game," Zacharer said. "This
does include alcohol. That 's the biggest difference....It was thanks to
a change in the legislation that we
were able to get a split in the revenue
from alcohol sales."
Back when Pirates
CEO and Managing
Owner Brian Petrovek officially announced the move
to Lewiston at a
press conference at
the Colisee in September 2013, attend
ees cheered for the
economic opportu nities that hosting
professional hockey
games in Lewiston
could bring. The
team lowered ticket
prices to encourage
attendance, including ten-dollar tickets
that could be purchased in advance.
At the time, Petrovek
said of Lewiston, "it 's
home, not just a hotel room."
The Pirates ' transition hark to Portland
has received considerable press, but
less attention has been given to the
city that adopted the team in 2013.
Lewiston has been described as a
die-hard hockey town, but according to Deputy City Administrator
Phil Nadeau, the team 's departure
didn 't have a huge impact on the
economic fabric of the city.
"I would say that this reall y didn't
have...the kind of economic Impact
it would have if the team would
have...originated in this community.'" Nadeau said AHL teams often
move between cities or disappear
for various reasons including financial difficulties and team politics .
Lewiston once had its own team
m the early 2000s. The Lewiston

Maineiacs was one of only two
American teams in the Quebec Major Junior Hockey League. Nadeau
said, "It was fantastic...during the
time that (the Maineiacs] were here,
but they left in 2008 and the team
was simply dissolved. The players
that were on that team were just redistributed to other teams.. ..Even
thoug h Lewiston...regretted seeing
the team effectively dissolve its operations , that had more emotional
impact on the community [than the
Pirates' departure]."
According to Nadeau, the Pirates
probably made a bigger economic
impact in Portland , where the Civic
Center is located near many bars,
restaurants and other local businesses. "To say that there was a big
emotional impact or economic impact on the city, I wouldn 't go quite
that far," Nadeau said.
The team has been well-received
back in Portland. "Attendance was
reall y great at our opening ni ght
[vs. the Providence Bruins on Oct.
11)," Zacharer said. "It 's always
fuller in the beginning of the season than it is moving forward. Our
last home game was Friday nig ht
[Oct. 31]....Obviousl y there 's going
to be a lot desired on attendance on
Halloween, but things are looking
pretty good."
The team has also been involved
in a number of community outreach
events, including a golf tournament
that raised $20,000 for Camp Sunshine, a retreat in Casco. Maine for
children with life-threatening illnesses and their families.
The Pirates are currently in fourth
p lace in the AHL Eastern Conference, behind their two main rivals ,
the Providence Bruins and the Manchester Monarchs. The team has
gone throug h a lot of change over
the past coup le of years, as have the
arenas they have played in.
Nadeau. a native of Lewiston
who grew up playing hockey at the
Colisee. said, ' It 's never been boring
being associated with that building, either when 1 was a player or as
Deputy City Administrator. "
The Pirates ' next home game is in
Portland on Nov S.

Alumni Profile: Cole Yaverbaum '14

Yaverbaum '14 joins Teach for America Corps

ing to programs that would give be a good teacher. "I'm not sure
her a Masters in Fine Arts with that you can be a good teacher
without thinking
a concentration in
about [your idenpoetry. Yaverbaum
tity]. TFA really
thoug ht she wanted
pushes all its core
to be a poetry promembers to dig
fessor. "I loved podeeply to underetry . I still do. But
stand their story I also realized as I
how they got where
exp lored my own
they are, and how
story and childit connects to what
hood that being
they 're doing—and
around kids was
"
identities. My idenimportant to me,
tity is, of course,
she said.
part of my story."
"Being a poetry
While
Yaverstudent taug ht me
baum wants to
that I like being
continue working
around peop le who
with kids in the
want to talk about
future , she is not
how they feel and
sure if she will
want to be honest
pursue a career
about it, even when
in education. "I
other peop le don 't
t h i n k a lot of peowant to hear it. or
p le go into teachit 's not pretty...
ing because they
Kids are like that.
have an idealized
They 're candid and
rhpv 'iv coinn tn tell
view of what it 's
like to have 20 or
you how they feel
even when you don 't want to hear more kids who adore you and
who say cute things and are funit," she continued.
Yaverbaum's experience as a ny. And it 's true: they will probCCAK mentor reaffirmed her ably adore you , and they do say
desire for working with kids be- cute things, and they are so, so
cause her visits with her mentee funny," she said.
"But if you don 't have a real
were "continuously one of the
reason for why you come to
best parts of my week," she said.
This year , Yaverbaum is work- school every day that has to
ing at Success Academy in do with who you are as a perCrown Heig hts. Brooklyn where son and what matters to you,
she says she continuously needs the energy that is required to
cultural Literacy impacted her to consider her identity and the teach will dwindle.... I'm willviews on privilege: "When I took role it plays in her profession. ing to bet that waking up at 5
Multicultural Literacy, avoiding She said , I work in a school AM doesn't continue to be fun
coming to terms with my privi - where zero of my students are just because you think kids are
lege—my whiteness, my hetero - white. I think it 's really impor- cute. There has to be something
sexuality, my upper-middle-class- tant that students can feel af- more," Yaverbaum added.
For now. Yaverbaum says that
ness—and related experiences firmed that some of the peowas not an option anymore if I ple teaching them share their she will continue teaching for a
wanted to engage meaningfull y, identities. This doesn 't mean while after leaving the corps. "I
I shouldn't teach in the school go to school everyday and I make
and 1 did."
However, Yaverbaum did not that I do—because I' m white— sure they know I care about them.
consider working at TFA until but that I have to consider what But most of why I go to school is
because I learn from them: how
the very end of her college career. role race plays in my job."
Yaverbaum also commented to be silly, how to be vulnerable,
During her senior year at the Coland how to be genuine."
on
what
she
thinks
it
means
to
lege, she largel y focused on app ly-

to do certain things, you 're black
or you 're white which means you
must like this thing or that thing."
she continued.
As Yaverbaum became more
involved with her academics and
CCAK , she realized how much of
a role her childhood has p layed in
her decision-making for the future. "Towards the end of my time
at Colby, I started to recognize
how my childhood, in so many
ways, influenced my passions and
outlooks. Because I experienced
privilege in so many ways. I was
able to avoid this reflection for a
long time." she said.
Yaverbaum also discussed the
way her experience with Multi-

Graduatediscussesthe
rewardsand challenges
of Teachfor America
B Y S IMONE L EUNG
Asst. Features Editor
When Cole Yaverbaum ' 14 began working for the Teach for
America (TFA) Corps this year,
she did not expect all the challenges that came with being an
elementary school teacher. In an
email correspondence she said ,
"For most of my life, I think I high
ly underestimated the difficulty of
teaching children. My view has
changed so dramatically since I
started. I think it 's actuall y one of
the hardest jobs I could have chosen - the hours , the dail y preparation , the patience required. But it 's
also so incredible!"
Yaverbaum is a native New
Yorker and majored in Eng lish
with a concentration in Creative

Writing while at the College. She
was heavil y involved with Colby
Cares about Kids (CCAK), Student Government Association
(SGA), and participated in Colby
Outdoor Orientation Trips.
Yaverbaum also served as a
teaching assistant for Multicultural Literacy during her junior
and senior years, and she cites her
experiences with this particular
course as a driving force behind
her decision to work for TFA .
Yaverbaum said , "Multicultural
Literacy forced me to deeply reflect on my identity in terms of
my race, social class, religion ,
sexuality, gender and more. It was
this reflection that prompted my
realization that my story of growing up with a sick mother mattered significantly to who I am."
Yaverbaum 's personal experiences play into her world view.
"I saw from a young age how
harmful it is to see things in binary ways or to put peop le into
categories: you 're sick or you 're
health y, you re a woman or you 're
a man . and this means you have

Professor Chan discusses his interests and current proj ects
B Y GRACE C. BALDWIN
News Staff
You may see him walking
around campus , cleats in hand. He
may have been down at the Athletic Center playing soccer, or you
may have seen him walking in and
out of West Quad.
where he is a faculty resident.
Either way. you
have
definitel y
seen Assistant Pro
fessor of Economics Nathan Chan
around
campus;
you just may not
have known it because of his quiet
demeanor. Chan is
one of the youngest faculty members on campus
and is not someone
to overlook.
Chan
has
a
number of degrees
under his belt: he
has BAs from the
c alifornia
Institute of Technology
Caltech), Yale University and Colombia University, as
well as a Ph.D. in Knvironmental
Economics from Yale University.
Thoug h he studied Environmental Engineering as an undergraduate at Caltech. Chan found
that policymakers weren 't api reciating ins scientific findings

"After working in lab research
for three or four years . I began to
feel disillusioned by it." he said.
"I realized throug h deeper policy
research that economics was another way of getting environmental policies imp lemented."
During his Ph.D. work at Yale.
Chan worked as a teaching assistant with other
graduate students.
At Yale, he realized
that he loved teaching and giving students the tools they
need to do their
jobs successfull y.
his
Throug hout
time as a teaching
assistant at Yale.
Chan noticed that
some of his best
graduat e
students
were those who
had come from liberal arts colleges
There-fore , when he
caught wind that
Colb y had an open
position for an assistant professor , he
readil y app lied.
Chan began his
travels in college.
participating in numerous research and study abroad program s.
Trul y a citizen of the world, while
studying abroad, he learned Danish while researching in Denmark.
Other languages include Spanish
and Bang la. His first language is
Cantonese, which he learned in hi- '

Chinatown community in Houston , TX. It was onl y after moving
to Austin at the age of 3 that Chan
had to learn English.
Chan loves all kinds of music.
from Rage Against the Machine
to Motown. He has travelled to
over 30 countries, and when asked
about his favorite place , he pondered for a moment before asking,
"Can I give you my top five?"
This response is simp ly representative of the fact that Chan

is not the type of person to limit
himself. He is someone who seizes
opportunities and searches out
creative ways to do what he wants
in life.
Chan 's interest in the environment began when he was a sophomore in hig h school , and a friend
of his. alread y graduated from the
sihnol. decided to live in a tret

in the Pacific Northwest f or the
summer in order to prevent its de
struction. Since then, the professor has been blazing a new path
Currentl y, Chan is working on a
variety of projects , including four
papers that are in progress. 1 am
mostl y interested m understanding consumer behavior and how
that affects societal incentives and
outcomes. If I had to package all
of my work into one simp le idea,
it would surround the question of
when an individual' s best interests
don 't ali gn with society 's."
Chan has focused on how in-

dividuals want to contribute to
green movements and want to
move towards being environmentall y friendl y, but their best
interests don 't allow them to go
as far as they could. "Every bod y
wants to reduce pollution, but we
also all want to drive our cars."
Chan is someone that Colby is
lucky to have as a faculty member. He is passionate , devoted
and is activel y working to make
a better world. His insig hts and
experiences onl y add to his ability to provide students with
meaning ful direction in class.

¦5mm^w^^ym^^mm
Mp./Mr. November:
Vianny Aracena '18

Vianny identifies as genderfluid/genderqueer.Vianny
definesgenderqueeras an umbrella term for people who
identify outsidethe gender binary normative. Viannyalso says
that, "This can mean a lot of things... such as having two or
more genders (bigender, trigender, pangender),beinggender
neutral, beinggenderfluid,and having overlapping identities."
Vianny specifically identifies as genderfluid becauseof the
flexibility that it provides, vianny says, 'After some reconsideration, I decided to identify myself as genderfluid as opposed
to bigender, since this gives moreflexibilityto my tendency
to move between feminineand masculine identities.It is not
something that follows a pattern (for example, I don't consider
myselfa masculine figure only Tuesdays, Wednesdaysand Fridays),instead, my gender expressioncan changedaily,weekly,
biweekly,and monthly"
This first-yearcomesfrom the Dominican Republic(Santo
Domingo,to be exact).Vianny has been living in the D.R.
for two yearsand came to Colbyready to take on the cold!
Although Viannyis a biology major witha concentrationin
neurosdence,theyarc also taking a music classin which they
write about theirfavoriteartist. PerfumeGenius, in almost
everypaper.As the middlechild in their family,Viannywas
never tooold or youngto do anything, and even though they
don't have any pets, they would navea St Bernard if possible
Since Viannycomes from the tropicalland of the D.R., they
hate snow with a passion but love the FalLWhen it getscolder
outside, theylove to curl up in a cubicle in the Olin library with

Mr. November: Nate Morgan '15

In a sweaty, dimly-lit apartment, Mr. November, Nate
Morgan '15, CBE, peers from behind the haunting glow
of a MacBook Pro. Conservatively dressed and possessing looks that even the gods envy, DJNATE's chiseled
six-foot-three, 195 pound frame will doubtlessly be
found spinning a selection of his favorite records at the
very hottest of parties.
His passion for music is contagious; Nate's favorite
acts include Chingy,Young Humma and, of course, Andrea Bocelli.
Born and raised on the mean streets of South Hamilton, Massachusetts, "DJNATE" is a tall, pale and handsome fixture on campus. Although certainly a natural
on the ones-and-twos, Nate's real strength as a man lies
in his diversity of skill.
Nate is a proud COOT papa, and his children are numerous. Together with amicable ex-wife Anna Spencer
'16, the family braved the Class 10 rapids along Maine's
Kennebec River.
A master sportsman, Nate can be found working the
blue line down at the Alfond Arena. He is also equally
at home sinking puts at the local municipal golf course,
as well as tugging the halyard of a ttmelessly proportioned yacht, kitted head-to-toe in a selection of America's Cup spirit wear.
Nate also has a keen eye for birds and counts the

homeworkor a good book If not in a cubicle in the library
or in class,you can find Vianny anywhereelse in Olin or in
theirfavorite dining hall, Foss.Viannys favorite Waterville
restaurantis a Mexicanrestaurantthat they cannot remember
the name of (Buen Appetito, perhaps) and feelsguiltyabout it
becausethe restaurant has delicious food. If it's dinner time and
Vianny isn't eatingin Fossor at the Mexican restaurant, its safe
to assumethat they are somewhereeatinga yummy vegetarian
dish'*that isn't disgusting" in Viannys words.
Although Vianny doesn't like watching movies,they can
watch a season of a TV show in one day (which is contradictory, Vianny knows). Right now, Viannys favorite show is the US
version of "Shameless, which Vianny claims the most underrated show in history,so we should all stop what we're doing
and watch it Aside from the fact that Vianny loves "Shameless,'
their biggestguilty pleasure is listening to "Never Gonna Give
You Ujrby Rick Astley.Vianny claims that "Rickrolling should
always be a thing."
Some fun facts about Vianny include that they own a guitar
but doesn't know howto play it and that they have trouble
pronouncingthe words"wentT and "chocolate." If theywere
to describe themselfin three words, Vianny would say, "lefty,
introvert, and non-artsyT
The way to Viannysheartis to find out the name of the
Mexican restaurant, pay for their delicious veggiedish, listen
to Rick Astleyin the car on the way back, andbinge-watch
"Shameless."
Written b y C a r i i J a f f '1 6and Vianny Aracena '18

Common Grackle and the South Carolina Gamecock
amongst his favorites. With his commitment to hockey, expertise on the links and status as a card-carrying
member of the American Binding Association, it's no
wonder that this forward doesn't need to be forward.
A senior economics major, Nate is already employed
and will spend his career pushing money around Wall
Street (figuratively, of course). He particularly enjoys
valuating mid-cap corporate bonds but also has a penchant for Ponzi schemes. Nate also considers Federal
Reserve Chairman Janet Yellen to be one of "dem boyz.'
If you're not already convinced that Nate's a Renaissance man, look no further than his studies. To compliment his work as a stock jockey, DJNATE embodies the
spirit of Toscana and Veneto, speaking near fluent Italian and currently working his way to becoming a fivestar Italian chef. To this date, Nate has mastered the art
of _parmigiana congelato_ . He is currently learning to
how to conduct a culinary tour of Italia in the language
of love, music and llona Staller.
So, if you see Nate strutting around campus, or driving his classic '94 \Jo\vo, give him a shout. The 'green
machine" just hit 80,000 miles, which is a true feat for
the old car. However, be weary of flocking—its breaks
have been a bit rusty.
Written by Jack Hartigan'15

Studentinternsatf avorite
childhoodtelevisionchannel, Nickelodeon
BY CARLI JAFF
Features Editor
Turn on any television, flip through
the channels and eventually, the
Nickelodeon channel will come on.
The stimulating orange letters and
colorful, lively cartoons constantly
fill the screen and have entertained
children around the country and the
world for decades. In between the
television shows, commercials come
on advertising exciting new shows or
fun toys to play with. Although this
all may seem effortless, does anyone
ever truly think about how much
work goes into creating and maintaining a fun, educational channel
for children?
Megan Lasher '15, a double major
in Mathematical Studies and Film
Studies, spent her summer intern ing at Nickelodeon in Times Square,
NY. "I interned in (Nickelodeons!
On-Air Promos department.... Basically, promos are all of the ways
that the Nickelodeon brand makes
itself visible to its viewers. So, we all
remember [the Nickelodeon jingle];
my department came up with that.
They came up with the old logo—the
orange splatter," she said.
Lasher explained that Nickelodeon as a brand has multip le channels:
"Nickelodeon as a channel consists
of the regular Nickelodeon channel
called 'Big Nick,' 'Nick Mom' which
is the newest channel that is geared
towards moms, there 's 'Teen Nick,'
'NickToons' and 'Nick at Nile.' So, Big
Nick is what I worked for."
"Big Nick was split into events, animation and live action. 1 worked for
live action—so 1 was in the 'Big Nick:
Live Action ' department. This was

essentially all of their mainstream
channel shows—their most popular shows—with live-action actors.
So, we would still do promotions
for shows like 'iCarly * and 'Victorious,' the stuff that we saw in our preteen years, and some of their newer
shows," Lasher continued.
Lasher spent part of her summer
working on the launch for two new
shows. 'Two shows just launched—
"Nicky, Ricky, Dicky, Dawn' and
'Henry Danger '—I was there for the
launch and helped with the first promos," she says.
Throughout the summer. Lasher
had many projects to work on at any
given time, so every day was different. "We would get a new show—for
instance, we got the 'Henry Danger '
pilot. They would give it to me first
and I would make all the copies of it
and distribute it to my department.
I'd watch it and create a log of all the
funny moments that happened in
the pilot. So, anything from Henry
getting hit on the head with a basketball to a funny line that he says,"
Lasher says.
"Interns would get in at 10 a.m.
and set up and get ready for the day.
Regularly, I'd watch a few episodes
and log stuff. If I didn't have any
older work from before, I'd watch
some older shows so that 1 would
know those properties because some
of our bigger promotions would be
weekend specials," Lasher said when
explaining a normal day in the office.
We'd nave 'Superhero Sunday,'
and we'd use any episode from the series, not just the most recent season.
So I really had to familiarize myself
with the shows. On a day-to-day basis, I'd probabl y watch at least 12 episodes of Nickelodeon. I'd write a few

scripts and log them," she continues.
"I was also working on the Nick
App, which was an online platform
where kids can watch Nickelodeon.
We would make music videos and
fun things for the app. So that was
kind of my bi gger project ," Lasher
says. She also spent many hours
working with the six other interns
in the on-air promos department.
"In between all of those things, I
would work on the projects that I
was assigned. I made a one-anda-half minute short with the other
interns; that was our intern project that we spent six weeks on. We
wrote it and edited it with the hel p
of older mentors."
As her internship went on . Lasher
gained more responsibility in her
department and had more creative
control over the promos that she
was working on. "At the beginning,
[my bosses) would say, 'Send us a
log,' but 1 started to draft scripts and
send it to them to start getting the
ball rolling with ideas to nave a bigger part in the process."
Lasher credits the collaborative
nature of her bosses for making her
internship as impactful as it was. "My
bosses were really open to letting me
help in whatever way I could. One of
them sat down with me and actually
wrote a script with me; they would
let me write drafts of scripts and go
over them with me. So they made me
feel like I was reall y doing stuff and
not just getting coffee."
"[Also,] every Wednesday, Id go
to a brainstorm meeting with my
department , which was an hourlong meeting where we sat down and
came up with different ideas for marathons for the weekend, or if there
was a new show was coming out.

how to launch that, ' Lasher explains.
In addition to the open and
friendl y nature of her bosses, Lasher
mentions the fun environment of
the Nickelodeon office. "The office
was awesome. It was the ideal office
space. There's orange everywhere.
Everything is brightl y colored and
there are pictures of the characters all over. You get the idea from
walking throug h Nickelodeon that
everyone who is there loves being
there. And that was one of my favorite parts of working there: that
people are really genuinel y into
what they 're doing."
"Ri ght away, you get into this
mode where you think. Nickelodeon is the best thing ever, were

the best network, we re changing
the world by impacting youth ,"
Lasher continued.
Lasher explains that her experience with Nickelodeon has taug ht
her the importance of networking and making connections. "The
career center is ... supportive of a
few careers. But, outside of that,
it 's very important to be talking to
as many peop le as possible about a
different career in a different Industry. It 's so crucial to [be on top of
your connections] because it could
be the littlest connection that gets
you throug h , but you need to have
one in this industry No one will go
out of their way for you unless you
make a personal connection. "'

Letterf r o mthe Editors:

The Big Zebrowski

To the Sh*theads Who Commit Dorm Damage:
Your classism and disrespect are not welcome here.
This isn't directed at any one group of people, but
rather a type of person—the type of person who has the
kind of selfish audacity to rip down exit signs, break
windows and smash up common rooms, we could
prattle on about how dorm damage reflects poorly on
us as a community; but the truth is, it doesn't reflect
poorly on us. It reflects poorly on you.
That being said, it does aff ect all of us and usually
in ways that dormitory vandals don't consider. There
is the obvious issue that custodial staff and PPD are
often left to clean up your messes. And speaking of
your messes, not only are they disgusting and frankl y
childish, but every time you throw up somewhere other than a toilet, your dorm pays 50 bucks. Not enough?
The cost of replacing exit signs and fire extinguishers is $500 a pop, and other offenses can range in the
thousands.
Then there's another obvious issue in that the residents of the dorm you damage are paying for your
"fun," Newsflash: Colby tuition is $59'500. Let's call it
an even $60 ,000, because it'll certainly he that or more
after buying books. For those of us who already can't
afford to pay full boat, we certainly can't afford to pay
more at the end of each semester for your stupidity.
For those of us who can afford the full tuition, by
however large a margin, we simply don 't condone your
disrespectful actions. And none of ur want our custodians to have to pay, in time or labor, for your drunken
revelry.
Regardless of whether you dorm damagers have the
resources to funnel funds into this vicious and quite
literall y damaging cycle, the rest of the school is forced
to pick up the slack that you dropped when you blacked
out on Saturday night.
In every case, it's some version of disrespect and entitlement. Be a mule, not an ass—because your sh*t is
stinking up the place.
Sincerely,
-The Editorial Staff of The Colby Echo
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Woodsmen: a truly vital defense
In a recent article, the burl y combined with another WoodsPete Cronkite and fashionable men event. Burling, it would be
Sam Chase proposed a hypo- no surprise to even see a daring
thetical scenario in which all of Woodsmen Warrior riding the
Waterville attacked Colby Coltumbling log into battle.
lege. While the duo proposed
"\
a lig ht-hearted and well-^"
Fire-Build:
While
reasoned scenario , they /
the normal
^^^\
made one ratal miscali Firt ' -Build is a timed
¦
culation: "Dude , the
event to boil a can
woodman 's club would
I of water, it 's implicabe so useless."
W tions are huge. Quality
The two are shortWoodsmen can build
sig hted to so quickl y dis
fires in under two minmiss me lumoerjacK squaa
utes, meaning tney can use
of Colb y as "useless." Looking to smoke to quickl y make diversions
history, we find that the Hillbilor to signal forces across campus.
lies of Appalachian Mountains In addition , quick fire would alwere instrumental to winning low us to bar off entry routes and
the American Revolution due to make the campus a more defentheir guerrilla tactics in the wild sible area. Furthermore, when
terrain. The Woodsmen , being our heat and electricity is cut off,
above the ranks of revolutionfire builders can keep our troops
ary Hillbillies, would be more warm and merry.
than instrumental in repelling
Aside from hel ping with dea Watervillian invasion throug h fense , the Colby Woodsmen
badass fortification skills and
present an effective combat
guerilla tactics.
force. A contingent of WoodsThe Woodsmen team would men could form a forest dwelllend unp aralleled fortification
ing guerilla force , serving as
skills to the Colby team. The fol- special operatives and scouts
lowing Woodsmen events give the for Colby in and around the arteam advanced skills in fortificaboretum. Considering the two
tion building and trap making:
ruled guns out of the equation,
the Woodsman Warrior would
V-Chop:
be especiall y effective, thoug h I
V-Chop is a timed event that
do believe we can deflect bullets
involves a person chopping a verwith the heads of our axes. The
tical log in half with a trusty axe. following Woodsmen events
This event gives us the ability to g ive us the skills we need to be
fell standing trees from Colby 's perfect Apache warriors:
forest and arboretum for later
use in fortification construction.
Wood Splitting:
This skill not onl y grants Colb y
Splitting, an event where
valuable materials , but provides
we normall y break log crossit with a way to set traps against
sections into firewood , gives
coming forces. Half-chopped
Woodsmen the strength they
trees could be rigged as traps , need to wield an axe efficiently
while felled logs could even be and powerfull y. In this dire cirused to make Ewok AT AT traps. cumstance, our buff axe arms
would give us the brute force
H-Chop:
we need to take on the averThe typical H-Chop event in- age Watervillian. In addition ,
volves a person standing atop a our axe practices give us access
thick log and chopping it in half , to protective guards , giving us
aiming for the fastest time possi- armor to defend against whatble. Skills gained from this event ever poor thing is at the other
would allow Woodsmen to quickend of the axe. When combined
ly build fortifications from felled with our axe and antique lumtrees and wooden beams , giving berjack arsenal , the Woodsmen
the Colby force cover from the Warrior has an ed ge in combat
onslaug ht of Watervillians. Douunparalleled by any other group
bl y, these skills would allow ad- at Colby.
vancing Woodsmen to annihilate
the barricades of our enemies.
Pole Climb:
In this event , competitors
Log-Roll:
climb a bare pole at a quick pace
While the normal event fea- in order to ring a bell before
tures rolling a log between stakes other competitors. More imporor up a ramp, this event lends the tantly, because of this , WoodsColb y force the ability to con- men are able to climb trees in
struct log rolling traps. As any order to gain a vantage point on
biker would know, Colby is at the battlefield. In addition , the
the top of a relativel y steep hill.
Woodsmen Warrior is then able
Rolling logs down May flower to ambush the enemy from the
Hill Drive during the enemy ap- trees , making the forest a danproach would be an effective gerous place for any Watervillian
force to halt the advance. When to enter.

Axe Throw:
This event explains itself. In a
gunless battle , the throwing axe
would be an effective tool for
cutting cheese or enemies from
afar. The throwing axe gives
the Woodsmen Warrior deadl y
range, as well as a key means
of ambushing. With the Colb y
Woodsmen team winning four
axe throwing events last competition, there is no doubt as to the
skills present.
Various Chainsaw Events:
Quite frankly, we are experienced with chainsaws. With the
finesse to delicatel y cut stacks of
log cross sections and the force
to tear throug h massive logs in
seconds , our enemies are nothing before our mi ght. When even
an inexperienced person with a
chainsaw is an asset , those who
are skilled can change the tide of
any battle.
The duo had one more assertion that made the Woodsmen
team undoubtedl y beneficial:
the incorporation of staff into
the equation. While I do believe
staff members , such as former
astronaut Sand y Maisel and Chicago survivor President Greene ,
would bring a valuable addition
to Colb y 's force, little can compare to our team coach , Dave.
Dave, an experienced Mainesman , knows the mentality of the
average Watervillian. His input
would bolster intel . reshape tactics and anticipate enemy strategy
and advances. With a knack for
organization , management and
t r a i n i n g troops, he could easil y
rise to be Colb y 's top general in
the coming war. In addition , he
could provide willing soldiers
w i t h the crucial Woodsmen
skills they need to win this fi g ht.
More importantl y, Dave is the
perfect warrior. When donning
camo, Dave becomes completel y
indistinguishable from his surroundings , g iving him mastery
of the battlefield and the fears
of our enemies. With ears like a
hawk , he can also sense a bro ken axe or poor swing from
miles away, giving him extensive knowled ge of his surroundings. It is even rumored that
his cheery greeting is actuall y a
form of echolocation. Combine
that with unparalleled skills in
axe handling, and Colb y has its
first Avenger.
Lead by the almig hty Dave ,
the Woodsmen Warriors are
clearly a force not to be trifled
with. Cronkite and Chase have
vastl y underestimated our power, and they will do well to reconsider this jud gement in their
h ypothetical invasion. For when
the Watervillians attack , one
question will remain: Will you
have us?

Musings from Colby College's Foremost Cheese Expert

L'Etivaz: the cream of the crop
If someone put a gun to my
head and said name your favorite cheese," the first thing that
would come to mind is L'Etivaz ,
a true al pine beauty. This ain't
your mothers Gruyere; you
can thank your Swiss great sgrandmother for this /
baby. To make a long /
story short , in the 1930s, [ J'
a group of Gruyere-pro - V Eich
during families believed \
that the new factorized \
Gruyere industry was compromising the full flavors and
potential of the cheese in order
to manufacture as much Gruyere
as possible. Because of this , they
dropped out of the government
program and began their own
cheese: L'Etivaz. This 60-pound

wheel of raw cow's milk cheese is
made the same way Gruyere was
made a hundred years ago, using
onl y the summer milk of cows
and cooking the milk in a copper
kettle over a wooden flame.
about old school...
^. TalkThis
arduous process
to
^^
cheese
^A leads
is to diea for.
It thai
^M
only
Hf comes out once a year
^V (at Murray 's Cheese
in
to
New York), due
the
^aging process taking 1218 months for the flavors in
the cheese to full y develop. Once
ri pe and read y to go, L'Etivaz has
a nice yellow tint and is teeming with comp lex rich flavors.
At first , you won't be able to put
your finger on the exact flavors

circulating throug h your mouth.
But after the smooth linger of the
creamy paste , you will notice the
smoky, sweet, fruity and floral
notes in this cheese. It 's kind of
like a cheese version of an Everlasting Gobstopper. it starts off
with some deep smok y, bacony flavors and finishes off with
a sweet, fruity linger. This is a
cheese you have to try or, like me,
purchase three lbs. of when it 's in
season.
Some Beer Pairings with this
Wedge of Heaven
• Orval Trappist Ale
• Brookl yn Local 1
• Allagash Tripel
• Rochefort Trappistes 10
• Victory Golden Monkey

Life on the line: American-born, confused Desi

"Where are you from?"
with this.
"Maine."
There were glimpses throughout my
"No, I meant to ask, where were you childhood of anecdotes that might be
born?"
atypical of classic American experi"Buffalo, New York"
ence. However, I spent most of my
"No, I mean, where are your parents time with my family, which was sufrom?"
perb. I grew up with American TV,
"Pakistan."
~
V. movies and pop culture. I don't un^
And now you know the / Q
^v derstand a lot of Pakistani humor
f^ ^
secret of my brownness. tffl HL j™ \ and news and politics are often
This kind of conver- JH ^ft
' \ lost on me. When relocated to
? l(
sation has become the ^H
^Bi " " I Mid-coast Maine, despite my
baneof my existence.
L
/ perceived otherness, Maine be^H
Around the time I was
B|LJ came my home.
Growing up, my friends
two, my family moved^^|
^Kr
^^H
to Pakistan. I lived there for ^^^™^^ would tell me that they forgot I was
about five years, most of which was
not white. I never understood why this
spent at school and (admittedly) being was such a mind-boggling concept for
spoiled by my family—including the them, or why they felt it even needed
acquisition of a spring lamb that grew to be said. What's even more irritatto be the size of a deer.
ing is when someone takes to guessing
"Lamby" was an aggressive one. my family's background. (People often
One day, he took to tackling little Izzy. assume I'm Indian. There are more
In response, my father told me, "No countries in South Asia than India.)
more Lamb/' Later that afternoon, we
My parents never forced me or my
had a barbeque. It was a swingingtime- brother to be "typical Pakistanis" but
Well, not for me.. . The saga of Lamby they never completely assimilated to
is fraught with some deep-seated emo- whitewash Maine.
tional turmoil, but that's another story
My mom would tell me I was an
"ABCD"—American born, confused
for a different time.
Trust me, I'm going somewhere Desi. At home, we speak a mix of Eng-

lish and Urdu. Salaan tops our spaghetti and on Thanksgiving, we have
tandoori turkey; however, despite the
questions I received in grade school,
I do not have an arranged marriage
lined up. I am the product of my surroundings, yes. Certainly, my five years
in Pakistan helped to shape me, but
they do not define me.
Growing up, many of my friends
took the time to learn about my culture. My friends would celebrate my
holidays with me as I did with them.
No, 1 am not your average Mainer,
but that was okay because people in
my hometown knew who I was and
understand that heritage is not one
solitary thing.
At Colby, I tend to be labeled in
terms of binary identity—as either
American or Pakistani. I don't know
why I cannot be both. I feel more at
home in America, and feel more comfortable calling myself an American,
but my Pakistani roots have affected
me and I'm not going to deny them
for the sake of fitting in with any particular group.
At Colby, we tend to only talk
about culture and diversity through
events that are solely song, dance, and

Lashin' out

food. There's more to culture than just
this; culture also stems from history,
which tends to be placed under the
more tangible signifiers like "exotic"
clothing or "ethnic" food. It would be
amazing to see more people discuss
diversity and cultural difference without having to be bribed with flashy
objects and snacks.
Since arriving at Colby last fall ,
Eeop le have inquired about my
ackground. When I say I'm American , some people have told me
quite blatantly that I was wrong.
One of my best friends, who was
an international student himself,
went around telling people I was
from Pakistan because he didn't
understand how I could call myself
American with Pakistani parents. It
was pretty melodramatic, actually.
Many of my American friends don't
make an effort to learn about my roots,
but it's a two-way street. During my
first semester at the College, there was
a solid group of students who thought
I was an international student because
of these rumors.
I feel like I'm stuck in the middle
of two separate identities. When I am
at home in Mid-coast Maine, I am a

proud American who is proud of her
Pakistani roots. At Colby, it's sometimes a struggle to maintain this identity.I am the Batman.
In all seriousness, though, it's unfortunate that people attempt to pigeonhole others into labels that are comfortable or more palatable to them.
We've moved beyond the concept
of binaries in terms of gender and
sexuality, so why is it acceptable to
enforce concrete labels for race and
nationality? Honestly, my identity is
my business and it's not up to anyone other than me to say who I am.
It 's important to keep in mind that
different people have different experiences. In the way that it is problematic to assign otherness to any
given group, it 's equally problematic
to assume that everyone is identifying a certain way or that part of a
specific group (even if you're part of
that group) is going to feel the same
about every... single... thing.
If you're still confused about the
correct way to handle these types of
interactions, just remember what
Gretchen Weiners says, "Oh my God,
Karen. You can't just ask people why
they're white."

A Logical and Inoffensive Discourse

Stickin * it to the wrong man The scary reality
of horror movies

The other day, I watched a docu- to sub-par living circumstances, and
mentary made by a Colby student in staff members have to clean up galwhich he and his friends spray-paint- lons of bodily fluids (and, most reed various buildings and then record- cently, feces.) Then, the rest of the
ed security's response. The campus dormmates have to help pay for all of
guards explained how idiotic it was the damage costs.
to illegally vandalize so many pubDorm
damage has become such
huge
issue because we are
lie walls, but the student film- j ^ ^1^.a
the idea
maker simply mocked this /
^^.desensitized to
of
f
ken andour property brolecture and, after the film , /ye_ an f ¦«» —.JfcX having
~
many
destroyed.
,
explained that he was try- | T
As a se" ^^H \
<
ing to send an artistic mes- I "SlW A
H J nior, I've been through so
sage through the graffiti.
V
JB^tf^^P/
middle-of-the-night
His actions reflect a larger \^fl ^^^B/ ^ fire alarms , that over the
ideology circulating through ^^^J
^ weekend I didn't think twice
the Colby community: that we
about staying in my room when
are entitled to this home, and when an alarm went off because I was sure
our campus isn't perfect or we find that it was pulled by a drunk student
something we dislike, we have every When a dorm damage fee of $50 a seright to protest in whatever way we mester seems small, it 's clear that our
see fit. This is pathetic.
college has a problem. And it's even
Since Colby students feel like they more clear that the problem stems
own this campus, they take it upon from entitlement and a greater lack of
themselves to rip down signs, pull fire respect towards this campus.
alarms, smash beer bottles, and vomit
What this ultimately does, bein every little nook and cranny that yond harming the living situations
they can find.
and bank accounts of fellow stuNow, think about the impact of dents and making the custodians'
this. Other students are forced to live jobs a whole lot worse, is ruin Colin filthier homes, tours of prospective by 's image. I want to graduate from
students and professors are exposed a college that maintains a high rank-

^^^

ing amongst other elite institutions
and that is known for its prestigious
academic atmosphere, t think everyone on this campus wants Colby
to be known as one of the best colleges in our nation , and in order to
get there , we need smart students
and accomplished professors.
When I bring tours throug h
buildings on Saturday mornings,
I find it incredibl y hard to avoid
broken signs and smashed bottles.
Any family visiting on the weekend will be able to see the damage
Colby's been through on Friday and
Saturday nights, and anyone who
really looks into the school's social
life will notice an embarrassingly
high amount of alcohol violations.
For prospective students and interviewing professors, this is a huge
turn-off.
We need to realize that this campus
is only our home for four years, and
we're only able to be here because of
the people who are helping to fund
our $60,000college tuition. This is not
ours to have, and it certainly isn't ours
to destroy, especially if we want our
Colby degree to actually mean something in the future.

The Art of Bleichinq

When calamity becomes comedy
From time to time over the past few associated with jovialness because it
years, my roommates and friends have relies on the same concept as black
engaged in an activity shared by col- comedy films: humor through catharlege students across the country, get- sis. While many cards are emotionally
ting drunk while playing CardsAgainst charged, the novelty of them combined
Humanity. For those of you who don't with outlandish situations gives you
know, it can be summarized as Apples the propensity to laugh.
to Apples with a twist instead of matchThough I love Cards Against Huing cards like "Puppies" with "Cute," manity, I was recently pushed to quesp layersmust decide whether "Preteens," tion it I recently purchased the fifth
Tentacle pom" or "Getting naked and expansion and within it there is one
watching Nickelodeon" is the most ap- card that fellow players have told me to
propriate—used loosely— answer _^.
put back in the box. rip up or bum:
for the question "In Michael ^^Mk T^N. "September 11th, 2001." As evJackson's final moments, he >^H \
y PeTSon playing agreedthat
\\erthat
thought about
."
9
no one could ever make
If you haven't gathered //^|
tn
¦
^H
lake I *s cara" humorous, I began
this already, Cards Against I ^H r m - h J to think are there some subI BIeictl / jeefc [h^ a^ never funny?
Humanity is inherently de- \
^^H
I've considered this besigned to offend. Yet, despite ^H
Bfek . /
its graphic and grotesque con- ^^^P'f Wr *°re when, during a game,
tent, its also designed to entertain ^^*^^^ the "Date rape" card appears.
and, more often than not, elicitlaughter.
White I admit to chuckling during its
Comedy seemsnearly impossible when pairing every once in a while, I'm exa single hand of cards could contain tremely conscious that the Center for
concepts like "Auschwitz," "Date rape," Disease Control has found that one in
"An Oedipus complex," "Wifely duties!' four female college students has been
"Brown people," "Subduing a grizzly sexually assaulted. If I'm playing with
bear and making her your wife," "Ethnic several women, knowing that one of
cleansing," "Snorting coke off a clowns them (or one of the male players) could
boner" and "Dead babies!'
have had such a traumatic experience,
Despite touching on nearly every that undeniably sobers the game. But
historical tragedy, contemporary con- does that mean that rape jokes are nevtroversy and societal taboo, Cards er funny? I would argue that they have
Against Humanity remains a game potential comedic value as long as they

don't trivialize the tragedy or disparage
the victim, and instead provide a commentary that traditional narratives are
unable to accomplish. Thai said, 1 accept that when a joke can be a triggering experience, all bets are off.
I believe this idea of connection
gets to the crux of the issue. September 11th is a hallowed topic among
my peers because we have a connection. We all remember waking up to
go to school and seeing the flames on
the TV. But what of the Americans
born on September 12th, 2001? Sure,
they'll see it as a tragedy, but I doubt
they or the people they give birth to
will have the same visceral reaction
that we did. I recently felt validated
in this opinion when I walked past a
shop selling Titanic ice cube makers.
Maybe it's crass, but 1 don't think anyone is up in arms. Some might , dare I
say... find it funny.
When asked about the genesis of
comed y, performer Steve Allen said,
"comedy is tragedy plus time." Cards
Against Humanity, I would argue , is
great because it allows people to confront what offends them. It gives us
catharsis, and in a world filled with so
much shit, isn't that a priceless commodity? That 's why I'm thankful for
CAH. That, and for giving me the opportunity to write "clown's boner " in a
college publication.

Michael Meyers is murdering able car throug h an obscure part
Annie Brackett. He is strang ling of the New Mexican desert (where
her trom behind in her ¦
people have been disappearand she is screaming. And
S. ing), avoiding the main
1 \ hi ghway in favor of a dirt
now she is straining for) \ road without cell serward to honk her car /
horn , trying to call for I
I vice (because unfriendl y
strangers without comhel p. But to no avail; \
^^
Michael Meyers is too
^T munication capabilities
strong. He is dragging her N^H LH^ •" isolated gas stations are
towards him and cutting her ^^***^^ certainlv to be trusted) and
throat with his knife. She keels
onl y after their car breaks down
over finally coming to rest , eyes and they split up are they finall y
eccentric, head ajar , on the steer- attacked. Most peop le cannot
ing wheel of her car. The car horn imagine themselves in even part
lets out a long beep.
of this situation , and , as a result ,
All of the above are characters the film succeeds not in fri g htenin John Carpenter 's chilling 1978 ing but in disgusting us.
classic , Halloween. It is considThis is the most important disered one of the best horror films tinction to make: when 1 say that
ever made , and indeed one of the peop le should watch horror movmost influential films ever made . ies even if they have to hide their
But popular culture references faces a few times, I am speaking of
aside , the question remains: Wh y films that are excellent examples
watch horror films and television of cinematograph y that are sishows at all , when the purpose of multaneously excellent examples
this genre is , by definition, to ter- of horror. And it is worth noting
rif y us? As the Halloween season that some of the best examples
comes to a close, I think that it is of horror are ones that do not
especially appropriate to discuss.
involve violence at all. As Orson
A piece entitled "Zombies in
Scott Card says of all the kinds of
the Time of Ebola: Wh y We Need ways we become scared , "dread is
Horror Movies Now More Than the first and the strongest."
Ever" ran about a week ago in
It is incredibl y difficult to have
New York Magazine. And while objective and mature discussions
the piece is oversimp lified and about things that unsettle us ,
vague at certain times , and I dare- about mundane horrors , such
say sensationalist at others , the as race relations and economic
author 's main point—that horror discrepancy. Horror films force
movies are important because us to confront our greatest fears,
they allow us to recognize and and thoug h the scenes in these
confront our fears throug h ab- films are fictional , the fear that
straction and metaphor—is valid. we feel when watching them is
Take Ni g htmare on Elm Street 's genuine. So the practice we have
Fredd y Krueger for example , of dealing with discomfort is also
who kills people onl y when they genuine. A discussion about LGare dreaming. Throug h him , the BTQ issues does not seem so bad
filmmakers channel our near when one has just seen Leathuniversal fear of ni ghtmares erface murder someone with a
and take away our one coping chainsaw on screen.
method: dreams are not real , so
The best horror villains are the
even if they are scary, they canones we can relate to; they are the
not hurt us.
ones that imaginatively distort
Another examp le would be something we think we know and
the demon Pazuzu in The Exorpresent that same thing back to
cist. The movie presents a mon- us in an altered state. The scariest
ster that cannot be t* *feated by situations arise either from the
the logic or denial that we usu- dramatic irony of our knowing
all y use to cope with fear Father
more than the soon-to-be victims
Karras can defeat Pazuzu onl y or from the suspense of knowing
when he full y believes and injust as much , or even less than
deed makes himself completely they do.
vulnerable to him.
And this ability to relate to horContrast both these examples , ror through empath y is the singuhowever , to the situation in the lar most important element of the
2006 remake of The Hills Have experience I am exp laining. As
Eyes, the premises of which pre- Stephen King writes , "we make
vent it from bein g engaging. An
up horrors to hel p us cope with
unhkeable family drives an unrelithe real ones."

Screenpass

Special screening celebrates director Robert Altman
The film culture of Water(in McCabe and Mrs. Miller, a
ville. Maine is far underrated.
film that could be classified as
As hosts of the Maine I n t e r n a a Western, we see slow tracktional Film Festival, local movie ing shots and the action is less
buffs ensure that some pretty
of a focus than the dialogue and
incredible events take place characters).
in Central Maine on a regular
Altman 's m o n u m e n t a l chalbasis. This past Saturday, Nov. lenges of cinematic conven1 . Railroad Square hosted a tions were accompanied by his
screening of Altman, a bio-docrejection of the Holl ywood sysu m e n t a r y on filmmaker Robert
tems. He was known for greatl y
A l t m a n , and brought his wife— —disliking the way mainstream
K a t h r y n Reed Altman as
films were made, and he
^\ actuall y created a film
well as one of his actors, /
Michael Murph y, to an/
k \ to critique his conswer questions after thl
directors
I temporary
screening.
V
I I titled The Player. With
Robert
Altman was\
r/ its infamous 8-minute
one of the greatest direc* opening shot. The Player
tors of our time. He has
summarizes
evervthine
made 39 films including Mcthat Altman had a problem
Cabe and Mrs. Miller, The Player, with: the idiotic ideas that are
M'A'S'H *. Popeye and A Prairie often pitched, the corporate enHome Companion. He's worked vironment, and the hierarchiwith actors like Mery l Streep, cal structure of the film world ,
lames Caan , Robin Williams, among other things.
Shell y DuVall, Julianne Moore
Altman 's
bio-documentary,
and just about every famous name filmed by Ron Mann, frames the
I could think of. He has directed
famous director 's success by askshows for most major TV neting some of his most famous
works, and he founded Lion 's Gate stars: "What does it mean to be
Entertainment. In 2006, the year Altmanesque?" Mann filmed the
of his death, the Academy of Mo- stars in close-up talking heads in
tion Pictures and Sciences award- front of a black back ground , and
ed Altman the Lifetime Achievetheir answers determine the focus
ment Award.
of the following segments of the
Altman
made
innovations
documentary. For examp le, one
in making on-screen dialogue actor defined the term as "Nevmore realistic. He was fired from er giving up," and Mann showed
earl y direction jobs because he us a strugg le within Altman 's
would have characters talk over career, like losing jobs because
each other to mirror more realhe wanted to direct films in his
istic speaking p atterns instead own sty le. Another star mentions
of following film conventions. that Altmanesque means having
He also redefined how contemfun making a movie, and Mann
porary filmmakers view the idea showed scenes from the "dailies ,"
of "genre " : he often went against
which happened at the end of evall filmic expectations associated ery shooting day, during which
with a particular genre (i.e. we Altman would screen the footage
would expect a Western film to they 'd filmed that day, and the
have a fast-paced shootout) and cast members would drink and
instead defied Holl ywood norms party together.

The film ultimatel y provided
a better understanding of who
Altman was, taking him away
from his mysterious behind-thescenes presence and focusing on
the character ol the man who
re-invented cinema. However,
Mann rarel y focuses on the films
themselves. He briefl y introduces
Popeye as a major failure (when ,
in fact, it did make a significant
amount of money, according to
Kathryn 's post-film commentary. ) He barel y discusses the cinematic techniques that made Altman so influential , and the onl y
real success we see Altman experience is when Mann uses old
footage of Altman winning "Best
Director " two times at Cannes.
Toward the end of the film, we,
as an audience, have no idea
whether Altman 's impact on cinema was positive or even lasting.
Mann began the film with a

quote from Kathryn saying that
Altman thought of films as sandcastles: you spend a long time
working on one. and people enjoy it while it 's there, then the tide
comes and it 's nothing but a memory. As a prominent filmmaker, it
is humble that Altman thinks his
films could ever disappear like
sandcastles would , but as an audience, we don 't know whether to
believe this or not.
What Mann fails to reall y assert is the fact that Altman will
have a long lasting impact , not
only in his films, but also in the
way that he redefined conventions and reformed Hollywood
filmmaking.
Kathryn and Michael Murp hy
provided interesting commentary
after the film, mainly to assure the
audience of the positive, dedicated personality that Altman maintained through all of his 39 films.

They discussed how fun it was to
work alongside him, and gave a
better insight into how he truly
never wanted to stop working.
Murp hy discussed that among all
of the directors he'd worked with
(Woody Allen, Paul Thomas Anderson, and Tim Burton, among
others). Altman was the best
person to work with because he
valued his actors and allowed for
freedom to improvise and didn 't
always plan a film out shot-byshot , letting actors develop their
own characters and allowing for a
better film.
Thoug h Altman is successful in summarizing the lengthy
career of an incredible director,
the film is best accompanied by a
panel of people who can reaffirm
Altman 's love for film , without
which, the film is merel y Mann 's
ambiguous telling of the director 's success.

A .chat with the directorf o r the up coming show <(Orlando"
BY BRANDON BLACKBURN
News Staff
Silks hang languidly from the
beams above Strider Theater
and pool in varying shades of
cream about the stage. Actors
mill about donning Elizabethan ruffs and corsets. Assistant
Theater and Dance Professor
Todd Coulter jumps up on stage
and calls for everyone to circle
up. "It 's going to be a good, long
schlep today, ' he says as he r u n s
the actors and actresses throug h
a w a r m - u p exercise. "Look out
for each other, take care of each

other, and get read y for act 1,
scene 6!"
Coulter is directing Orlando,
a play by Sarah Ruhl, based
on Virginia Woolf's novel of
the same name. In it , the title
character migrates not onl y
through space and time as he
lives throug h three centuries
of history, but also within h i m self as he explores his sexuality
and gender. Between rehearsals,
Coulter answered some questions about the upcoming performance.
What was your insp iration for
selecting this play to perform?

I wanted to work on a performance that was created by
either a queer artist or a female artist. The combination of
Sarah Ruhl and Virginia Woolf
fit both criteria. While I don 't
think the character of Orlando
is Trans, there are huge challenges to gender identity and
determinism in the p lay that I
find important and challenging.
Female playwrig hts are very under produced across the country and while Ruhl is one of the
more popular playwrig hts, I
t h i n k it is important to produce
and bring voices to Colby that
exist beyond a straig ht/dead/
white male point of view.
Would you give a brief synopsis of the plot?
1 don ' t think anyone could
succinctly describe the p lot of
Orlando. But let 's try... a person named Orlando beg ins life
as a young man in Elizabethan
Eng land in his 30s he becomes
a woman and lives throug hout
time as a woman, but nothing
about her has changed. She was
a man and now she is a woman.
Who is in the company?
There are seven students
working on various elements
of design from projections to
scenery, and eig ht students in
the acting ensemble.
What 's your
stag ing/ set?

approach

to

I don ' t reall y have a sing le

way of staging a play. For this
production we approached the
p lay via Moment Work.
Moment Work is a way of cre ating work developed b y Tectonic Theatre Project in New York
that allows all the elements of
production to have equal footing and voice in research and
rehearsal ... [It] seeks to allow
all elements to carry poetic and
narrative meaning. What this
means for us in Orlando is the
use of many movement scores.
Would you speak a bit about
the playwrig ht and her approach to theater?
Sarah Ruhl is a wildl y imaginative playwright whose worlds
range from contemporary society to Greek mythology and
chamber musicals. She has been
a Pulitzer finalist several times
and was awarded a MacArthur
genius grant. Some tend to talk
about her work in terms of surrealism , and there certainl y are
fantastic elements in her dramaturgy but I love her work for its
humanity and possibility. There
is no one way to respond to her
plays.
I've had the opportunity to
read some of the play myself
and the storytelling is a bit untraditional. Would you explain
that style and your approach to
it?
I t h i n k Orlando may feel untraditional onl y because character and plot are not necessaril y the drivin g elements of the
play. For us (the Company), the

play hinges on the idea of fluidity foiling fixity. Nothing ever
has to be static or monolithic in
that way. Virginia Woolf's novel
does something similar. Woolf
wrote it as a bit of a clever joke
on form. She is constantl y interrupting the flow of what she
calls a biograp h y to comment
on the action of the subject
(Orlando) and to talk about
her role as a biographer. Ruhl
incorporates this same sense
of awareness and p lay fulness in
her script.
What sort of experience
should a potential theatergoer
expect?
Oh. this is a trick y one. I am
not a director who hopes for a
homogenous response for an
audience, so it 's difficult to say
what to expect. Expect to be in a
world where identity is not constant , where humor is allowed,
and where time flows freel y.
How have you made this play
your own?
The use of choreograp hic tactics to stage a p lay is not typical ,
so I am very grateful to the entire company and my colleagues
for committing to a process that
is not typical and has pushed us
into different territory.
Orlando will run from Nov. 13
to Nov. 15 in Runnals Theater as
part of the Humanities Departments Migration theme. Tickets
can be reserved by visiting the
Theater and Dance page on Colby 's website.

On The Record

Screenpass

My Old Lady : predictable but 1989: Taylor's big
redeemed by its talented cast debut in pop music

Professor Minerva McGonagall
At the Railroad Square Cinin the Harry Potter movies and
ema in Waterville you can now Violet Crawley in thr Downton Abbey series), reveals
catch My Old Lady, a drama__
about twists of fate directherself as a dynamic
\ actress. With the uned by Israel Horovitz. ,
,\ bearabl y - b l u e - b l o o d
The trio of stars include/
[ \ m a n n e r s of MathilKevin Kline , Maggie/ (
Smith, and Kristin Scottl.
mj de Girard , an old
Thomas.
V
W woman with many
Matnias tj old tKevin v
WjL:- w mistakes bentnd her ,
Kline), a middle-aged ^^^_ j g g t Smith
looks exceedingtS
ly unfeigned and real. She
man with a broken-down life
goes to Paris to sell an apartdemonstrates her knack for
ment he inherited from his fa- the role , and during the film I
ther. He has nothing left from caug ht myself starting to emhis past, and this flat is his last
pathize with Mathilde. Smith
chance to survive. Fate, how- needs to represent a confident ,
ever, scorns him and gives him stubborn and at the same time,
a surprise in the form of an old vulnerable person, and she
lady who lives there; moreover, succeeds.
Of course, the story would
he discovers that he has to pay
her "rente viaeere' (a life annunot be complete without a love
ity) until her death.
plot that mixes everything up.
Playing M a t h i a s Kline , while The "old lad y " has a daug hter
inviting to the eye. has the ex- who is beautiful , smart and
act beaten-down look that he miserable in her personal life.
needs to have. Kline 's natural
It 's hard to imagine someone
acting fits in well with the set- else in that role besides Kristing. Fabulous Maggie Smith
tin Scott Thomas once you 've
(you might remember her as seen her appear for the first

time on screen. The plot twists
and turns , secrets become exposed, passions run hig h. Having p lanned to escape from the
whole world, Mathias ends up
finding the love of his life and
a real famil y.
The leading actors arc what
reall y make the film.
The
script is banal and predictableyou know exactl y how it will
end just after it starts. The plot
is so stereotypical and cliche
that only the good acting saves
the day. The happil y ever after
that the spectator is suspecting
finall y comes. The simplicity of
that happy ending leaves a disappointing aftertaste of being
cheated. How about real life?
So, after all of those d ysfunctional-family-issues ana about
fifty years of a depressing life,
you just change yourself and
suddenl y become okay ? I don 't
buy it. "I was born with a silver
knife in my back." says Mathias to Mathilde. Was he? According to the finale, it 's more
about a pot of gold at the end
of a fake rainbow.

Students carve pumpkins at last weekend's "Oktoberfest"

and rhythm in a lot of the songs
We all know Taylor Swift as resemble a lot of the songs off
an iconic , all-American beau- of Pure Heroine , such as "400
ty with the voice to match. Lux" and "Team." I see this speHer heartfelt , southern-vibed cifically in "Bad Blood," "Blank
songs have hel ped her become Space" and "Style." Since Lorde
a household name and a con- and Swift are close friends ,
sistent figure in the top charts. Lorde influencing Swift 's work
So it makes sense that her most is expected. Because I'm a huge
recent release, 1989, was hig hly Lorde fan, the songs that I like
anticipated and heavil y publi- the most off of 1989 are the ones
cized all over the world.
where Lorde 's influences are
N. most visible.
Inspired by the decade J
of her birth — and more
L
\ I decided to listen
/^^Bk Carli \ to the album in order
specifically, her birth /^
to get the
|
the
full feel for
year—1989 takes an f ^H
^L Jaff j
record. It opens
entirel y different spin I ^H M^j ^J
mO w i t h "Welcome to New
from her normal coun- V
^^H
^^r York," a synth-pop vibe
try-pop style to full- \^^B
blown pop. This 180-de- ^^^ ^^^ reminiscent of the disco
era. I can see this coming
gree turn , in my opinion ,
is executed surprising ly well. out as an anthem, something
Many of the songs have an up- that will play at parties over
beat, happy feel even though and over and the lyrics will
they are musicall y predictable. be shouted at the top of every
Even the slower, or more mellow college kid's lungs for years to
songs have a cool beat behind come. Althoug h it 's not my fathem , which was missing in her vorite song, it puts a smile on
previous albums, such as Red my face the second the syntheor Speak Now. Lina Makino ' 17 sized piano fades in.
The other popular songs fro m
expressed her opinion saying,
"I think that althoug h |I989] is this album so far happen to
different from any of her previ- be those that Swift released as
ous albums , it has vibes of pop sing les first, such as "Shake it
and techno , transitioning her Off" and "Out of the Woods." I
into a new music genre."
like "Shake it Off " in a similar
Swift 's past influences were way that I like "Welcome to NewYork: " it 's fun. poppy and elicdistinctl y country and inits foot-tapping. I wouldn ' t ever
cluded , to name a few, Shania
Twain , Kenny Chesney and Micrave hearing it or memorize all
randa Lambert. Now, we see her of the lyrics (because I find it to
influences t u r n i n g to pop icons be somewhat whiny and repetisuch as Robyn , 1 .inn del Ray tive), but it 's a fun song that I
and Lorde. ' Welcome to New can dance to with my friends
York " and "Blank Space " have on the weekends. "Out of the
electro beats m i r r o r i n g Rob yn 's Woods. " on the other hand , is
sty le in songs such as "Call Your one of my least favorite songs
Girlfriend" and "Dancing on
from t h e a l b u m . It 's repetitive,
weirdl y tribal and doesn ' t conM y Own." Swift 's shift toward
t r i b u t e much to the record as
m a n i p u l a t i n g her voice electronically definitel y has some a whole.
Robyn-like motivation.
Ail in all , I'm pretty satisfied
When I first heard "Wildest
with 1989. It 's fun and upbeat
Dreams ." I immediatel y thoug ht
for the most part, bul ncludes
of "Young and Beautiful " by some more low-key songs that
Lana del key. 'The monotonous round out the album. Swift tried
something new, and I .ipp laud
melod y, lower notes , and dreamy
feel create a vibe similar lo del
her for pushing herself out of her
Ray 's work. I personall y don ' t musical comfort zone. I would
recommend listening to 1989 at
love "Wildest Dreams ." but I can
see why others would and what
least once throug h; don ' t expect
too much, just be prepared for a
it adds Eo the rest of the album.
head-bobbing, foot-tapping alLorde comes throug h in almost every song on this album , bum that wilf tnake you smile on
a gloomy day. 3.75/5
in my opinion. The unique beat
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Film Viewing:
Becoming Me: Gender Within
12:00 P M / P u g h Center

Visiting Writer: Poet Evie Shockley
7:00 PM I Miller Library

Screening: Art in the 21st Century
7:00 PM / Bixler 075

The Prison Industrial Complex, Trans
Experiences and Human Rights
8:00 PM / Pugh Center

Subscribe to the Echo!
Contact CJ Smith
(cjsmith@colby.edu)
for details!

November 11

Friday
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Robert Channing - The Mentalist
7:00 PM I Silberman Lounge

Noontime Art Talk with Laura Saltz
12:00 PM / Bixler 110

Broadway Musical Revue
7:30 PM / Page Commons

Four Winds - Medicine Game
7:00 PM / Diamond 142

Wanted:
New Sports Writers!
Contact Pete Cronkite
(pcronki@colby.edu)
for details!

November 7

r* i
B
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Football vs. Bowdoin
12:30 PM / Turf Football Field

Sunday

Ecumenical Christian Chapel
6:00 PM I Lorimer Chapel

November 9

Visiting Artist: Aaron T Stephan
5:00 PM I Olin 1
Reading by Novelist Andrew Aitschul
6:00 PM I Miller Library
I

I

Su-do-ku!

Football loses sixth of the year
BY HENRY HOLTZER
StaffWriter
Colby's football team traveled
down to Medford this past Saturday, hoping to bounce back from
the previous week's last-minute
loss to the rival Bates College
Bobcats. The team looked to reverse its road misfortunes, as
traveling away from Mayflower
Hill has not been kind to the
Mules—they have yet to win a
game on the road this season.
This fumbos football team isn't
the Tuft's squad that your older
brother remembers. Over the past
few years, Tufts has been a laughing stock of a team, going a stretch
of thirty-one games without winning a contest. However, this Jumbos squad had a record of 3-3 before taking on the Mules.
The Mules' momentum from
the end of last week's loss carried
over to the start of this one. Colby
had a few early miscues that would
come back to bite them. In the first
quarter, a Colby returner couldn't
handle a punt, which led to a fumble recovery by Tufts and eventually a Jumbo touchdown.

Things got no better for the the
Colby punt team on the next possession, when a Tufts defender slipped
by the Colby line and blocked the
Mules' punt. Tufts would go on to
add another touchdown as a result
of this Colby mistake.
The fourteen-point hole proved
to be too much for the Mules to
overcome. They struggled to get
their offense going early in the
second quarter, and both of their
next two drives stalled. Tufts, however, had a twenty-nine yard pass
to get them in field goal range on
their very next possession. Colby
looked as though they had stopped
the Jumbos, before Tufts was able
to convert a fourth and four into a
thirty-two yard touchdown to take
a 21-0 lead into the half.
The Jumbos would continue
to add to their lead in the third
quarter. They orchestrated an
eight play, seventy-two yard
drive, culminating in a twentyseven yard strike from the Tufts
quarterback into the back of the
end zone. Colby seemed all but
out of it as they were down 28-0.
Luke Duncklee '15 tried to spark
the team with a forty-one yard
kickoff return , giving the Mules

Devastator of the Week

excellent field position. Quarterback Gabe Harrington '17 then
put together Colby 's lone scoring drive of the day, capped off
by a two-yard touchdown run by
Duncklee.
The Colby offense was largely outp layed in this game. Even
though they ran five more offensive plays than Tufts, the Jumbos
outgained the Mules 333 yards
to 192. Harrington had 97 yards
through the air, while Jabari Hurdle-Price * 17 had 65 yards on the
ground on twenty carries. HurdlePrice said about the lack of offense, "A lot of us were upset about
the grass and the weather. We had
a tough time playing successfully
on that surface. Also, injuries have
really starting piling up and it 's
showing in our record."
The Mules round out their
season and look to pick up another win next week against rival
Bowdoin College. Hurdle-Price
said , "We're looking forward to
Bowdoin. Were playing for pride
more than anything else at this
point." This will be their final
game of the season and will take
place on Seaverns Field at Harold
Alfond Stadium.

M. XC second at NESCACs
BY KIERNAN SOMERS
Asst. Sports Editor
According to Colby Magazine, the
White Mule was adopted as the school's
mascot in 1923 after the success of the
football team had made its customary
"dark horse" label obsolete. The Colby
mens cross-country team has burst
onto the scene, shedding that same traditional label and truly becoming the
antithesis of a dark horse. The Mules sit
at sixth in the country and are led by
the formidable duo of David Chelimo
"17 and co-captain Jeff Hale '15, Colby
has dominated recent meets and is one
of the fastest teams in New England,
the most competitive cross-country
district in the United States.
Under the guidance of coach Jared
Beers '01, the Mules have gone from
one of the perennial bottom teams
in the NESCAC to capmring second
at the NESCAC championship meet
in just four years. Beers took over the
team in 2006, and as a former football
player and tracksprinter had an uphill
challenge in turning the struggling
Mulesin to a successful squad
In preparation for one of the most
important meets of the year, Beers
elected to sit his starting seven runners

for the Maine State Championship;
however, despite a dearth of experienced point scorers, the Mules finished
with a team score of 64 to capture third
place behind Bates (26) and Bowdoin
(38). Colby had four runners in the
top 15. Griffin Gagnon ' 17 was eighth
for the Mules crossing the line in 26
minutes, 59 seconds. Stefan Sandreuter
' 16 placed tenth with a time of 27 minutes and two seconds, Nathan Madeira
' 17 took 13th after a 27 minutes and
eight second run, and Tom Barry '17
rounded out the top 15 with a time of
27 minutes and 18 seconds. The Mules
had strong performances by the freshman duo of Noel Feeney'18 and Sam
Sinkler '18. Feeney finished in 18th
after running an impressive time of
27 minutes and 23 seconds. Just ten
seconds behind, Sinkler grabbed the
21st spot
Colby entered the NESCACmeet as
one of the favorites just two yearsafter
finishing ninth in the 11-member conference. Last year the Mules shocked
the league,finishing fifth behind strong
performances of Chelimo and Silas
Eastman '17. Following their breakout
performances,Chelimowas named the
NESCACRookie of the Yearfor having
the highest finish by a freshman at the
meet and earned Afl-NESCAC Second

Team honors. Eastman also received
NESCAC recognition, capturing a spot
on the AU-NESCAC SecondTeam.
Chelimo led the Mules at last year's
tournament, finishing as the men's runner-up with a time of25 minutes and 12
seconds on the eight-kilometer course.
Chelimo was one second ahead of the
third place finisher and 15 seconds out
of first place. Colby also received good
performances from Hale and Eastman.
Eastman finished sixth, 14 seconds behind Chelimo with a time of 25 minutes
and 26 seconds. Co-captain Hale finished tenth, crossingthe line at 25 minutes and 30 seconds.
The teams success this year has not
gone unnoticed as three runners and
Beers received AU-NESCAC honors.
Chelimo and Eastmanwere selected to
the first team and Hale was nominated
to the second team. Beers was honored
as NESCAC Coach of the Year for the
second year in a row. Following their
second-place finish at NESCACs, the
Mules will likely rest their top seven
runners for the ECEAC championships next week in order to prepare for
the New England Division III Championships (NCAA Qualifier) at Williams
College, the same course where they
won the Purple Valley Invitational, on
Saturday, Nov. 15.

EmflyBrook'15
Women's Soccer
Position:
Goalkeeper
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Dtobury,Massachusetts
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WelcomeBack NBA: Let's TalkAbout Point Guards
BY DANNY KOSSOW
StaffWriter
The NBA season is upon us. With
it comes loads of excitement , anticipation , and all the other synonyms
of irrational hype that this might
be your team's year (sorry, Celtics
fans). The offseason was full of abnormally thrilling storylines from
Lebron's return to Cleveland to the
Thunder and the Pacers' depressing
slew of injuries. There is no shortage of material to cover about the
beginning of the '14- '15 season.
So to start out this year, I'm going to ignore all of it. That 's right.
I'm not going to cover any of the
important stuff. There's just too
much for my 750-word limit. Instead , I'm going to rank the top five
point guards in the game rig ht now.
Wh y ? Because point guard is the
deepest position In the league with
somewhere around 20 leg itimate
starters. Someone has to figure out
who the best is.
I.) Chris Paul , Clippers
You mi g ht love him or hate him ,
but you can't deny his genius. Per-

sonally, I love him. Famous for his
aggressive style of play, Paul can
be seen barking orders at teammates and bellowing out copious
amounts of trash talk to opponents
(seemingly at the same time). He's
the best distributor in the game,
bar none. He always finds his preferred shooting spots, excels on the
pick and roll , and is a fire hydrant
on defense: short, stout , and impossible to uproot. In my humble
opinion , he sits firml y entrenched
as the third best player in the game
behind Lebron and Kevin Durant.
2.) Stephen Curry, Warriors and
3.) Russell West brook , Thunder
I'm obli ged to put these two together to exp lain why I put Curry
above Westbrook. These two are,
in my opinion, the two most entertaining p layers in the game, thoug h
lor diametricall y opposite reasons.
Stephen Curry is a water bug on the
court , buzzing around on- and offball screens with blazing quickness.
All he needs is a half second to release his deadly shot.
Curry accumulated 615 3-point
attempts last year (tops in the
NBA) and hit 42.4 percent of those

shots, which , for a volume shooter
like Curry, is simply absurd. Curry
is not without flaws. He's a pathetic
defender, which forces the Warriors
to hide him on their opponent's less
talented guard. But overall there
just aren 't that many players that
can single handedly (and consistently) win you a game in the NBA.
Curry is one of them.
Westbrook, like Curry, can also
win a game without much help. He's
a fearless athlete, constantly bull ying his way to the rim with outrageous speed and ferocity. Because
of his immense size and strength
he is naturall y a superior defender
to Curry (thoug h that 's not saying
much). The real reason he's under
Curry? Efficiency.
Westbrook is by all means a wonderfull y efficient player. He draws a
ton of fouls and excels at creating
opportunities for his teammates
(thoug h Curry is a better passer).
His problem—and this is finite—is
that he takes four or five shots per
game that he simply shouldn 't take.
He shouldn 't take them for (typicall y) one of two reasons: either
the shot is too highly contested or
he should have dished the ball to
teammate Kevin Durant , the most

well rounded scorer in the game.
For the most part , these four or five
shots are pretty inconsequential.
But at the end of game 7, with a
playoff serves on the line, I'd rather
have the slightly smarter player.
4.) Tony Parker, Spurs

Besides his four championships
(and one NBA Finals MVP), Parker
is one of the most effective players
in the game. People tend to overlook the Spurs ' star guard because
his stats and sty le are far less gaud y
than players like Curry and Westbrook. Yet year after year, Parker
remains one of the game's best. The
one knock against him is his health.
He always seems plagued with
some nagging injury. But when he 's
in the game there are few more tmpj ctful p layers.
5.) Kyrie Irving, Cavaliers
This was a brutal decision. I leit
out my Wizards ' John Wall, as well
as other masterful guards like Damian I.ill.ml , Rajon Rondo, and
Derrick Rose (who two years ago
might have topped this list). I m
going with Irving for one reason:

he 's been in a toxic organization
surrounded by complete and utter
mediocrity throug hout his young
career. Irving isnt necessaril y the
kind of point guard that is going
to elevate the production of those
around him. At his best he's an onball creator that 's looking for his
own shot before anyone else's. And
you know what? That 's fine. He's a
knockdown shooter from deep, and
above-average lane penetrator , and
is only going to get better with Lebron and Kevin Love around him.

These point guards are, in a sense,
a microcosm of the N'RA. No two
players are the same. No two teams
are the same. There is an infinite
number of ways to be successful in
a sport that demands creativity and
originality. Paul , as Incredible as he
is , will never be able to guard freak
athletes like Westbrook. The same
goes for Curry.
Yet Westbrook isn 't necessarily the
more successful player. 1here are too
many more variables ent.ing led in
the league 's intricacies. My [ob over
the course ot this season is to work
out those unknowns. I'm not smart
enough to be able to do it (that's for
sure), but it 's damn fun to try.

Field Hockey falls to Middlebury in playoffs

BY WILL LEVESQUE
StaffWriter
Playing away from home, with
cold rain coming down and the temperature at 35 degrees, Colby Field
Hockey knew their first round playoff game against Middlebury was
never going to be an easy task. Despite a spirited effort and some great
play, the Mules were defeated 4-1,
ending their season with a record of
nine wins and seven losses overall.
Going into the game, second-seed
Middlebury boasted an impressive
15-1 record , having only lost once to
Bowdoin. 2-1 , in a close game. Containing the Panther 's strong offense
became a priority for the Mules,
who knew they could not let Middlebury get on the scoreboard early.
Unfortunately, Middlebury quickly
pulled ahead early in the game with
a tap-in from two yards out by freshman Annie Leonard in the third minute. Colby responded well, holding

off repeated Middlebury attacks on
goal In the 20th minute, Colby had
a chance to level the score, as junior
McKayla Branch had a strong run
down the right wing only to have her
shot narrowly deflected wide by the
Middlebury goalkeeper.
The Panthers soon found the
net again to make the score 2-0.
Awarded a penalty corner in the
26th minute, a series of quick
passes ended with junior Shannon
Hunteman scoring from 15 yards
out. Despite continuous back and
forth play from both teams, neither
side was able to score again before
the break, leaving the halftime
score in favor of the home team.
Middlebury 's offensive continued after the break , with a goal nine
minutes into the second half. Catherine Fowler, the Panthers' leading
scorer this year, launched a shot at
Colby's goal that was deflected by
a brilliant save from Mules goalie
Sarah Evans '16. Despite the first

save, the rebound found its way
back to Fowler, with her second attempt making the score 3-0. Fowler
then went on to.score unassisted in
the 54th minute, leaving the tall y at
4-0 with 16 minutes to play.
Despite the daunting score,
Colby was determined not to
allow Middlebury a runaway
win. Refusing to back down, the
Mules launched a spirited offensive on the Panther 's half , with
Colby captain Caroline Keaveney
'15 describing the energy of the
Colby side as "amazing. ' Blanch
had another good chance for the
Mules, again making a strong
right-win g run onl y to have the
ball poked away at the last second
by a Middlebury defender.
Colby 's spirit and impressive
attitude eventuall y paid off with
three minutes left to play. Awarded a penalty corner, junior Misha
Strage made a quick pass to senior Erin Maguire , who powered

a shot in from 20 yards out to
bring the score to 4-1 , finally getting the goal that Colby deserved
for their inspired play.

With the final result at 4-1 ,
Colb y finds themselves out of
the NESCAC playoffs , having
made it as far as the quarterfinals. Middlebury will go on to
play Trinity at Bowdoin next

Saturday in the NESCAC field
hockey semi-final.
Despite the toug h loss and end
to the season, after the game.
Colby captain Keaveney continued to express the same positive
attitude that inspired the Mules
to claw back a late goal. Describing her team as one that "goes into
games with a winning mindset and
won't settle for mediocracy." she
expressed her excitement at the
future of Colby Field Hockey, saying that "the underclassmen have
so much potential to continue this
program 's push towards the top."
A l t h o u g h the season is over,
with the Mules h a v i n g made an
impressive run to the quarterfinals , the message from Colb y
Field Hockey is clear—they will
settle for no less next season.
With this winning mindset ,
Colby Field Hockey is without
a doubt en route for success in
the coming years.

Football vs. Bowdoin
Sat, Nov. 7

12:30 pm

Waterville, ME

CrossCountryat ECACChampionships
Sat, Nov. 8

12 pm

Westfield, MA

Men's Hockeyvs. Williams
Sat, Nov. IS

7pm

WatervHIe,ME

Women's Ice Hockey at Middlebury
Sat, Nov. IS

7 pm

Middlebury,VT

